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Tuesday 25th August 2020

Pub quiz
1. Excluding daylight savings, how many time zones are there 

in New South Wales? 

2.  Upon its completion, Crown Sydney will join Crown resorts 
in which two other Australian cities? 

3.  Online travel agent TripADeal appears on the jerseys of 
which two NRL teams? 

4.  Holland America Line traditionally adorns its flagship with 
what name, which is also the city where the cruise line was 
founded? 

5.  Travel technology company Hotelbeds’ headquarters is on 
what island? 

6.  Is the Pullman Hotels & Resorts brand defined as luxury, 
premium or midscale? 

7.  Which airline is thought to have had the first in-flight 
magazine? 

8.  Norwegian Cruise Line is designing its new terminal at 
PortMiami to look like what sea creature? 

9.  Cook Islanders are nationals of their own country, but also 
citizens of which other country? 

10.  After New York City, which US city is home to the second-
most skyscrapers, with 118? 

Where in the world?

TODAY’S where in the world is 
possibly a little easier than usual, 
as this street is so iconic.

As of 2015, the location was 
receiving around two million 
visitors a year and up to 17,000 
per day on a busy weekend 

during summer.
Since you probably know where 

in the world this is, the tricky part 
of today’s puzzle is telling us what 
is the name of the street, as well 
as what city it is located in.

Check tomorrow for the answer.

International Bacon Day

THIS year’s International Bacon 
Day falls on Sat 29 Aug, giving 
you plenty of time to cook up 
a hot breakfast and savour the 
delicious flavours of bacon, 
without having to worry about 
rushing off to work.

That said, it doesn’t have to be 

breakfast - bacon can arguably be 
enjoyed in any meal of the day.

No matter how much bacon you 
consume in celebration, you’ll be 
hard pressed to beat Matt Stonie, 
who holds the world record for 
bacon eating, consuming 182 
rashers in just five minutes.

Unscramble
HOW many words can you make out of these nine letters? Every word 

needs to include the centre letter, have four letters or more and not be 
a proper noun or a plural. You can only use each letter once. 

U
M I P
T
R

H
D E

Good – 22 words
Very good – 33 words
Excellent – 43 words

NOTE: We’ve used Chambers 
Dictionary to decide what words 
are acceptable.

Catch up on 
the news of 
the week

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

ANSWERS 24 AUG

Whose flag is this: Latvia
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